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barvanje volnene preje, ki se bo uporabljala za izdelavo unika-
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-
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-

je ekstrakcije (različna začetna koncentracija barvil) in pH eks-

-
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Dyeing of Wool with Plant Dyes and Sample 
Evaluation with CIE Colour System

�e aim of the research was to study the possibility of using plant 

dyes for the dyeing of wool yarn, which would later be used for 

unique knitted and embroidered products. In order to achieve this 

goal, the extraction of dyes was performed using various plants 

that are widely present in our area, using mainly yellow, red, brown 

and green shades. �ese plants are birch tree, lady’s bedstraw root, 

nut tree and big nettle. To attain a wider palette of colour shades, 

and superior dye exhaustion and �xation (for better colour fast-

ness), di�erent mordants (i.e. Al, Cu and Fe) were used during the 

extraction, the dyeing process or a�er the dyeing (i.e. a�er-treat-

ment). �e liquor ratio of the extraction (di�erent initial dye con-

centrations) and pH of the extract varied as well. Wool samples 

were washed a�er the dyeing and tested for colour fastness during 

washing at temperature 40 °C. �e dyed samples were colourimet-

rically evaluated using the CIE colour system and graphically pre-

sented in the CIE a*b* colour diagram.
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Raw, bleached and bleached/mercerized cotton fabrics were treated 

in air corona and in low-pressure water vapor plasma. �e surfac-

es of untreated and plasma treated cotton fabrics were investigat-

ed with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Research results 

show that plasma selectively cleans non-cellulosic substances of 

cotton, oxygen concentration on the surface and binding of oxy-

gen containing functional groups to the surface is noticeable. �e 

oxidation of cotton surfaces is stronger when using corona plasma 

than when using low-pressure plasma.
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iskav na področju zbitosti/poroznosti levo-desne pletene struk-

Ključne besede: pletenje, pletena struktura, moduli zanke, 

Mundenove konstante, faktor kritja

Various authors have experimentally examined the validity of ge-

ometrical loop models and analysed the structural parameters of 

the knitted structure and loop modules. Similar to the authors of 

geometrical loop models, some researchers have described and/

or mathematically de�ned the open, normal (ideal) and compact 

knitted structure. �ey mainly examined knitted fabrics made 

from conventional yarns without the elastane core. �e review of 

the knitted structure parameters is given and the state of research 

of the single structure porosity/compactness is analysed.

Keywords: knitting, knitted structure, loop modules, Munden con-
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vplivne ideologije kreativnosti je članek osredinjen na identite-

-
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Ključne besede: moda, mladi, spletni potal, projekt

Studio Poper and the Department of Textiles at the Faculty of Nat-

ural Sciences and Engineering in Ljubljana are in collaboration 

within the European project EDUfashion. �e main purpose of the 

latter is to create a community that would contribute trough co-

operation, collective creation and innovations to a new vision and 

practices in fashion. An alternative educational environment will 

be created in the form of an web site enabling the spreading and 

sharing of knowledge, skills and methods with the purpose of em-

powering primarily the younger and precarious fashion designers/

producers of clothes and fashion. Since the only way for the project 

to be successful is to attract the involvement and cooperation of 

the young, it is essential to understand the youth of today, focus-

ing on those who are entering the world of fashion; what they are 

like, what interests them, what their value systems are, what (sub)

cultures they belong to. �e article focuses on the young people’s 

identities, emphasising the characteristics that illuminate the high-

lighted individualism, the need for expression and creativity, nar-

cissism, the phenomenon of cultural margins of the young and the 

(sub)culture as a site providing space for their expression, and the 

potential for changes in society. 
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